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Abstract 
A -yN-space is a locally compact Hausdorff space with a countable dense set of isolated 
points, and the rest of the space homeomorphic to wl. We show that under the Open 
Coloring Axiom (OCA) no yN-space is hereditarily normal. This is the key to showing that 
some sweeping statements are consistent with (and independent of) the usual axioms of set 
theory, including: (1) Every countably compact, hereditarily normal space is sequentially 
compact. (2) Every separable, hereditarily normal, countably compact space is compact and 
FrCchet-Urysohn. (3) The arbitrary product of countably compact, hereditarily normal 
spaces is countably compact. Not all of these conclusions follow just from MA + 1 CH: a 
forcing construction is given of a model of MA + c = K where K is any cardinal > N, 
satisfying K = 2 < K, and there is a hereditarily normal yN-space. 
Keywords: Hereditarily normal; Compact; Countably compact; Sequentially compact; 
FrCchet-Urysohn; Sequential; -@-space; o,-tower; Free sequence; Forcing; Productively 
ccc; OCA; PFA 
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0. Introduction 
One of the classical separation axioms of topology is complete normality. A 
topological space X is completely normal if for every pair of subsets A and B of X 
which are separated (i.e., cl A n B = fl =A n cl B) there are disjoint open sets 
containing A and B respectively. A standard exercise is to show that this is 
equivalent to hereditary normality; that is, the property that all subspaces of X are 
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normal. Hausdorff spaces satisfying this property are commonly designated as T, 
spaces. 
Until now it has been somewhat of a mystery how well-behaved countably 
compact T, spaces can be. Under Giidel’s axiom of constructibility (V= L) they 
can be quite pathological: in [8] there is a V= L construction of a compact T, 
space X of cardinality 22”0 with a countable dense subspace, yet X has no 
nontrivial convergent sequences. Until the results of this paper, some of which 
were announced in [13], it was not known whether such a space can be constructed 
just using the usual axioms of set theory [ZFC]. 
In this paper we show how this pathology disappears under the Proper Forcing 
Axiom (PFA), introduced in [6]. We will show: 
Theorem 0.1 [PFAI. Every countably compact T, space is sequentially compact. 
In fact, we will show that the following much stronger result follows from the 
PFA: every countable subset of a countably compact T, space has compact, 
Frtchet-Urysohn closure. 
Definition 0.2. A space X is Frechet-Urysohn if whenever a point x is in the 
closure of a subset A of X, there is a sequence from A converging to x. 
A quick corollary is that, assuming PFA, every countably compact T5 space with 
a countable dense subspace is compact and of cardinality at most 2’0. Other 
corollaries, whose proofs are liberally outlined in [13], include: 
Corollary 0.3 [PFA]. Zf X is a product of countably compact T5 spaces, then X is 
countably compact. 
Indeed, one need only take a countably infinite set S in the product, project it 
to each factor space, take the respective compact closures, and find an accumula- 
tion point of S in the compact product of these subspaces. 
Corollary 0.4 [PFA]. In every compact T, space X, the closure of a subset A can be 
obtained by adding to the set A* of all limits of convergent sequences in A, the set of all 
points x such that x is the limit of a well-ordered net in d. 
Corollary 0.5 [PFA]. Every locally compact, T,, separable, first countable space of 
cardinal@ N, is a normal Moore space. 
Corollary 0.3 shows that an affirmative answer to the Scarborough-Stone 
problem is consistent in the T, case. Scarborough and Stone showed [15] that the 
product of it, sequentially compact spaces is countably compact and asked whether 
this continued to hold for any number of factors. The first author has solved this 
problem [14] by producing a family of T, sequentially compact spaces whose 
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product is not countably compact, but it is still important to know what happens if 
higher separation axioms are imposed on the factor spaces. Corollary 0.3, coupled 
with the results of [19], give an independence result for the Scarborough-Stone 
problem for T5 and T6 spaces. For the case of T3, Tychonoff, and T4 spaces we 
only know that the negative answer is consistent. 
The key to these results is a seemingly specialized class of spaces traditionally 
designated by yN. This notation is used for any locally compact Hausdorff space X 
with a countable dense set of isolated points, identified with the set N of positive 
integers, such that X\N is homeomorphic to wi. We will also identify X\N with 
w, using a definition of N that makes it disjoint from wi. 
Since the topological properties of these spaces can vary considerably, we take 
this opportunity to introduce a new notation for these spaces, but will continue to 
refer to them as “yN spaces” when not talking about specific examples. Each one 
of them has associated with it, in a canonical way, a family of subsets of N called 
an w,-tower. We will use this term to designate a sequence (a,: (Y < wi) of infinite 
subsets of N such that for every (Y < p < oi, a, c *up, where c * denotes proper 
inclusion modulo finite sets. [That is, a c * b iff a \ b is finite and b \a is infinite.] 
To each w,-tower ~2 we associate a topological space on N u w1 by declaring 
elements of N to be isolated, and generating the neighbourhood basis of a point 
(Y E wi by sets of the form 
((a,\a&[O, 4) u (5, aI 
for some 5 < (Y, and IZ E N. Let y(d) denote this space. Then y(d) is a yN space 
and moreover every $4 space arises as -y(d) for some w,-tower JZ?. 
Baumgartner and the first author have independently observed that using only 
the usual axioms of set theory one can construct a o,-tower ZZ’ such that in the 
space y(N) the union of N with the successor ordinals is not normal. On the other 
hand, it is shown in [12] that it is consistent with MA + 2’0 = K, to have an 
w,-tower ti such that -y(&) is T,. However, the construction from [12] does not 
work if 2’0 = N,. In this paper we will show: 
Theorem 0.6. Let K > w1 be a cardinal such that K <K = K. Then there is a ccc forcing 
notion 9 such that VT satisfies MA + 2’0 = K + “there rk a y(~‘) which is T5”. 
Thus, for example, if the ground model satisfies GCH, then K can be any 
regular cardinal > K,. On the other hand, we will also show that the PFA, which 
implies both MA and 2’0 = N, (see [21]), implies that no y(&‘) can be T5. This 
turns out to be the key to the PFA results given above. The link is provided by 
Theorem 0.10 below. It uses the following concepts. 
Definition 0.7. A space X is countubfy tight if whenever x EX and x is in the 
closure of A cX, then there is a countable B CA such that x is in the closure of 
B. 
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Definition 0.8. A free sequence in a space X is a sequence (xc: 5 < a) such that 
for each p < (Y, the closures of lx,: 5 < pl and lx{: 5 &p) are disjoint. 
Definition 0.9. A space X is separable if it has a countable dense subspace. 
The following theorem is proved in [121. At the suggestion of the referee, we 
will sketch a proof of the implications we use here. 
Theorem 0.10. The following are equivalent. 
(a> Every separable, T,, compact space is countably tight. 
(b) Every free sequence in a separable, T,, countably compact space is countable. 
(c> A separable, T,, countably compact space cannot contain wl. 
(d) No version of y N is T,. 
Idea of the proof. Suppose (X, T) is an exception to (b). We form an exception to 
cc> and then to (d) as follows. 
Let D be a countable dense subspace of X and let Ix,: (Y < wi} be a free 
sequence. We may assume without loss of generality that it is disjoint from D. Let 
for each LY G wi. By freeness, each W, is closed; and, by countable compactness, 
each W, is nonempty with the possible exception of (Y = wi. The quotient space of 
X obtained by identifying each nonempty W, to a point [call it w,] is then an 
exception to (c), with D the countable dense subspace and {w,: (Y < wi} [ = WI a 
copy of wi. Let W* be the subspace of W indexed by limit ordinals. 
Next, in D U W* we impose a finer topology than that inherited from the 
quotient topology r1 by adding each {d} and its complement [d ED], and then 
refine this topology further by defining a countable base of compact open neigh- 
borhoods at each w, E W”. It can be shown that every one of these w, has a 
sequence in D r,-converging to it, and we use the ranges of these sequences as 
building blocks for the neighborhoods, making D U W* an exception to cd). 0 
1. Consequences of PFA 
In this section, we will show how to derive the main PFA results mentioned in 
the introduction. We begin by showing that the fourth equivalent condition in 
Theorem 0.10 is implied by the following version of the Open Coloring Axiom 
COCA): 
If X is a separable metric space and 
is a partition with K, open in the product topology then either there exists an 
uncountable O-homogeneous subset of X, or else X can be covered by countably 
many l-homogeneous sets. 
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As usual, [Al2 stands for the collection of two-element subsets of A. A subset H 
of X is called i-homogeneous if [HI2 cK~. In saying K, is open in the product 
topology, what we really mean is that Kh = {(x, y >: {x, y] E K,] is open. 
This version of OCA was introduced and proved relatively consistent with 
ZFC + MA + 2’0 = K, and also deduced from PFA by TodorCevic [183, who 
extended and refined the previous work of Abraham, Rubin and Shelah [l]. (For 
many other applications of OCA see [18,20,22].) 
Theorem 1.1. Under OCA no yN space can be hereditarily normal. 
Proof. Let X be a $4 space. For each (Y < o1 let a, c N be such that a, U [O, al is 
a compact neighborhood of [O, a]. Since every infinite subset of (Y must have a 
limit point, it follows that a, c *a0 whenever (Y < p; similarly, ap \a, c *U, for 
every neighborhood U of (a, p] whenever (Y < 0. [As above, a c *b means a \b is 
finite and b \a is infinite.] Thus & = (a a: (Y < ol} is an o,-tower which we identify 
with a subset of the Cantor set in the usual way. 
Let S be the set of all (ag, aq, a,) in the cube of the Cantor set such that 
5 < 77 <CL. Then S is a separable metric space. Define the partition 
[S]2=KoUK1 
by {(a, b, c), (Z, 6, C)) EKE iff 
a#Z and [(a\b)n(T\&)+;@ or (c\b)n(b\Z)#@]. (*) 
Then KA is open in the product topology. Indeed, one base for S2 consists of 
closed-and-open subsets formed by fixing n and taking all points 
((a, b, c), (Z,b, E)) with a fixed ((arm, bnn, cnn), (Znn,bnn, i5nn)). 
But if (*) holds, it will also hold if n is large enough and each of the six sets 
involved is replaced by its intersection with n. Hence, each element of Kb has a 
basic clopen neighborhood contained in K& 
Next we show in ZFC that S cannot be the union of a sequence (S,: n < w} of 
l-homogeneous sets. Let T, be the set of all ,$ for which there are uncountably 
many 7.~ such that (at, a?, aP) ES,, for some I_L. Clearly some T, must be 
uncountable. Fix such n and some 5 E T,. Let (a,-, all, a,) E S, be such that 5 < F 
and find p > 77 > p such that (at, a,,, aP) E S,. Since 5 < Yj < p < r~ we have 
ap\aq ~*a,\a~. Thus, {(ag, a7), a,), (at, asi, a,-)) EKE, which contradicts the 
fact that S, is l-homogeneous. 
So, by OCA, there is an uncountable O-homogeneous ubset H of S. By a 
simple transfinite induction we can define an uncountable subset H’ of H such 
that p < 8 whenever (at, a,,, aP) and (a,-, a+ a,) are two distinct members of 
H’ such that 5 < g. So we may assume this is already true in H. Then 
A = U {<6, ~1: (ag, a7, a,> off) 
and 
B = U ((7, PI: (at, a,,, a,J EH) 
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are separated in X. If there were an open subset U of X such that A c U and 
cl U n B = 6, we could let c = U n N and have a, \as almost contained in c and 
~~\\a? almost disjoint from c whenever (at, u7, LZ~) EH. Now, for every 5 there 
are at most one 71 and p such that (a(, Us, a,) E H. If n and p do exist, choose 
n(t) E N such that 
Then there is an uncountable subset I of H, n E N, and a G [O, n] such that 
whenever (at, a7, a,) E I then n(e) = II and a, n [O, n] = a. But then any pair of 
distinct elements of I is in K,, a contradiction. 0 
To show Theorem 0.1, we combine Theorem 0.10 (b) and (a> with the following 
results from [5]: 
Theorem 1.2 [PFA]. 
able free sequence. 
Every regular space is either a-realcompact or has an uncount- 
Theorem 1.3 [PFA]. Every compact space of countable tightness is sequential. 
Proof of Theorem 0.1. Let v be a sequence in a countably compact T5 space X. By 
Theorems 1.1 and 0.10 (b), every free sequence in the closure of the range R of v 
is countable; hence, by Theorem 1.3, R is a-realcompact; but every a-realcompact, 
countably compact space is compact. [Recall that an cr-realcompact space is one in 
which every filterbase of closed sets with the countable intersection property has 
nonempty intersection, whereas a space is (1) compact if and only if every 
filterbase of closed sets has nonempty intersection and (2) countably compact if 
and only if every filterbase of closed sets has the countable intersection property.] 
Thus R has compact closure. But an old result of Arhangel’ski’i [31 is that a 
compact Hausdorff space is countably tight if and only if every free sequence is 
countable. Another application of Theorem 0.10(b) shows that R has countably 
tight, hence (by Theorem 1.3) sequential closure. 0 
Corollary 1.4 [PFA]. In a countably compact T5 space, every countable subset has 
compact, Frkchet-Urysohn closure. 
Proof. We need only put together the following ZFC results, and apply them to the 
compact sequential T5 space R of the preceding proof. (1) A compact sequential 
space has the property that every countably compact subset is compact [lo]. (2) 
Every pseudocompact subset of a T5 space is countably compact [7, $3.10.211. And 
(3) if a countably compact space has the property that every pseudocompact subset 
is compact, then the space is Frechet-Urysohn [23]. q 
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2. MA and a hereditarily normal rN space 
In this section, we prove Theorem 0.6 of the introduction. In particular, we 
produce models of MA in which there is a T5, y(d), and the continuum can be as 
small as K,, or as large as we wish. 
To begin, suppose _Q? = (a,: LY <w,) is an o,-tower in [N]“. Given .$ <a <o, 
and k E N let 
u”(t, a, k) = (a,\ag)\[O, k] and 
If JY is clear from the context we usually omit the superscript ~8’. Let ~(~21 denote 
the topological space (fV u wl, T) where the points of N are isolated and the 
neighbourhood base at (Y < w1 is given by IU(t, (Y, k): 5 <N and k E N). Thus 
~(32) is a typical yN space. 
Given a club C G w1 let 
.%d, C) = ((5, cu,k):5<(~,k~~aand(5,cw]nC=~}. 
Note that there are at most countably many (5, (Y, k) ES’W, C) for each 
5EW1. 
If p EL%&, C) we write p = (tP,, cxP, kp). Let u(p)=u(~,, (Ye, kJ and simi- 
larly U(P) = lJ([,, (Ye, k,). Given a finite subset F of 9(&, C) let 
u(F) = L_&(P): PEF) and U(F) = u{U(p):p~F}. 
Finally, let 9’D(d, C) denote the following poset. Members of P(&‘, C) are 
pairs (F, G) of finite subsets of 9(&, C) such that U(F) n U(G) = @. Say that 
(F*, G*) < (F, G) iff FL F* and G z G”. Note that if C &D then PLI(&‘, D) is 
a subset of 9(_@‘, C), the order is the inherited order (i.e., one is a subposet of the 
other), and two conditions are compatible in 9a(_@‘, C) [that is, they have a 
common lower bound in this poset] iff they are compatible in ~(JY’, D). Thus if 
9’a(&, C) is ccc then so is .Y(B’, D). 
Lemma 2.1. i Assume MAXI. Then for every w ,-tower .s’ the following are equivalent. 
(a) yW) is T5. 
(b) There is a coarser separable metrizable zero-dimensional topology on y( _SZY) \ C 
for every club C L 6.1,. 
(c) L%s’, C) is u-centered for every club C L wl. 
(d) PC&, C) satisfies the ccc for every club C c wl. 
Proof. (a> implies (b). This is shown in [12, p. 2801. The key is that if C is a club 
subset of wl, then there is a countable point-separating relatively clopen cover of 
w, \ C, as in any separable metrizable zero-dimensional space of cardinality < 2”. 
When the union is taken with N, these countably many relatively clopen sets can, 
by (a), be expanded to clopen subsets, and adding the singletons of N and their 
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complements gives a countable point-separating clopen cover of r(&>\C. The 
algebra of subsets this generates is a base for the desired topology. [It is easy to see 
that, conversely, the existence of a coarser separable zero-dimensional metrizable 
topology implies the existence of a countable point-separating family of clopen 
sets.] 
(b) implies cc>. Let 35’ be a countable algebra of subsets forming a (clopen) base 
for the coarser topology. For each B ~33’ let PB = ((F, G): U(F) CB and 
U(G) n B = 0). Then it is easy to see that ~7~ is centered (even directed), and 
.Pa(d, C) = lJ{PB: B EL%‘} because every U(F) is a compact set and so can be 
separated from any other compact set by a member of 37. 
It is obvious that (c) implies (d). Finally, we show (d) implies (a). Let A and B 
be two subsets of y(d) such that AI? B =A n 3 = 6. We have to find disjoint 
open sets U and W containing A and B respectively. We may assume without loss 
of generality that A, B CW,. Let C =AnB. Clearly C is a closed subset of wi in 
the order topology. If it is countable then either A or B is countable and then the 
open sets U and W are easy to find. Thus we may assume that C is club in wi. By 
assumption P(&‘, C) satisfies the ccc. Let us define a subset &’ of P(&, C). 
Members of d are pairs (F, G) E&%z?, C> such that An U(G) = B n U(F) = @. 
Note that two conditions in d are compatible in d iff they are compatible in 
Pa(&, 0. Consequently & is a ccc poset. For each (Y EA and p E B the set 
D a,P = {(F, G) E b: a E U(F) and /3 E U(G)} 
is dense in d. Applying MA,, find a filter K in @ which meets all of these dense 
sets. Let U be the union of all U(F) such that there is G such that (F, G) E K 
and let W be the union of all U(G) such that there is F such that (F, G) E K. 
Then U and W are disjoint open sets containing A and B respectively. 0 
Of course; if we assume merely “MAX, for o-centered posets” then (b) implies 
(a> [hence the two are equivalent] by a trivial modification of the proof that (d) 
implies (a). Some set-theoretic hypotheses are needed in going from (b) to (a) 
already. For example, (b) is preserved by ccc forcing since every club subset of o1 
in the extension contains one in the ground model [ll, Ch. VIII, Exercise Hl], and 
the existence of a countable point-separating clopen cover of a subspace of y(&) 
is preserved in going to any larger forcing model because the underlying set does 
not get changed. On the other hand, adding c-many random reals to any ground 
model produces a model in which every normal first countable space of cardinality 
< c is collectionwise Hausdorff 19, Theorem 4.21; and since ccc forcing preserves 
cardinals, this implies that if we start with a model of “MA + there is a T, yN 
space”, and add c-many random reals, then in the forcing extension (b) is satisfied 
but (a) is not. For more about the relation of coarser separable metrizable 
topologies and hereditary normality, cf. [2] or the discussion of Lemma 2.2 below. 
We do not know of a model with a T,, -y(d) which does not satisfy “MA,, for 
a-centered posets” (i.e., p > w,), and we do know that they must all satisfy 
“q > w i” as explained in [ 121. 
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To continue the proof of Theorem 0.6, we introduce the following terminology. 
Given a collection $9 of partial orders let us say that %? is productively ccc if the 
product of any finite subset of 8 possibly with repetitions satisfies the ccc. Thus % 
is productively ccc iff the poset d which is the finite support product of o copies 
of 9 for every 9 E $9 is ccc. For an o,-tower d let %?7(&) be the collection of all 
9’(&‘, C), where C is a club in oi. Our goal is to produce an w,-tower S’ such that 
$9(d) is productively ccc. Let 9’ = Fn(w, 2), the standard Cohen forcing for 
adding a subset of N with finite conditions [ll, p. 2041. 
Lemma 2.2. In V” there is an @,-tower ~2 such that %Y(B’) is productively ccc. 
Proof. Let 9’ = (b,: LY <ml> be any w,-tower in V. Let c be the Cohen subset of 
N introduced by 9. In VP define a, = b, fl c and let & = (a,: (Y < oI>. We claim 
that $?(&‘) is productively ccc. By the remark following the definition of 9a(&, C) 
and the fact that every club in Vy” contains a club in V it suffices to show that for 
any club C c o, which is in V the poset 9(ti, C) is ccc. Fix such a club C. It 
suffices to show that for any IZ, any uncountable subset X of 9@(&‘, C) which is in 
V, and any s ~9 there is an extension t of s which forces that some two members 
of X are compatible. Fix such X and S. Let X= (((F,!,, G;): i <n>: 17 < wl} and 
suppose s : [O, k] + (0, 1). Let 
Z: = u{(s,, ap]: p EF~} and J( = U((tY,, (~~1: 9 EGA}. 
We may assume the Fi and G: form a A-system for all i. Moreover, if (( Fi, Gi): 
i < n) is incompatible with ((FL, Gj): i < n), they remain incompatible if the 
common roots are subtracted off in each coordinate. Now by applying a standard 
counting argument we may assume that for every n < v there is y E C such that 
sup I: < y < inf Zi and sup J,‘, < y < inf J:, for every i < n. 
Note that for every F ~9(9’, 0, u”‘(F) = u”(F) n c, where c is the Cohen 
subset of N introduced by 9. Let X; = u9(F$ n s-‘(l) and let yh = u”(Gi) n 
s-‘(l). Then of I’??; = fl, for all n <w, and i <n. Find distinct 7, v < wi such 
that xk =xL and y; = yt, for all i < n. We claim that s can be extended to force 
that (F;, Gi) and (Fj, Gi) are compatible in 9(d), for all i < n. To see this note 
that for every i <n, u*(F$ nu”(GL) is finite and disjoint from [O, kl. Find 
m E N sufficiently large such that u”(F$ n u?Gf) c (k, ml, for every i <n. 
Define t : [O, m] --f (0, 11 by t r [0, k] = s and let I r (k, m] be constantly equal to 0. 
Then t is an extension of s which forces that (Fi, Gf,) and (FL, GL) are 
compatible in 9(&, C) for all i < n, as desired. 0 
If V satisfies PFA, then 9a(d, C) is not even proper for every club C, so we do 
need to start with something like V”. However, if V satisfies CH then so does VP, 
which negates the existence of a T,, yN space and underscores the need for extra 
set-theoretic hypotheses in Lemma 2.1. 
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We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 0.6. In I/, let K > w1 be a 
regular cardinal such that K <K = K. Fix an @,-tower 9 = (b5: 5 < wl>. IA 9 be 
the Cohen forcing for adding a subset of N with finite conditions. In I/” define 
JY = (at: ,$ < wi) as in Lemma 2.2 by letting ag = b, fl c, where c is the Cohen 
subset of PY introduced by 9. Then by Lemma 2.2, 5?(d) is productively ccc. In VP 
define d to be the finite support product of w copies of 5%x?, C), for every club 
C ~wi which is in I/. Note that d has cardinality 2” G K, so that forcing with d 
leaves 2’0 G K. It also makes each such Pa(&‘, C> a-centered. 
Now in I@‘*@’ let 9 be the standard finite support iteration of ccc posets 
forcing MA and 2*O = K. Since 9 * & * 5%’ is ccc, every club C G wi in I@ * @ * 9 
contains a club D from I/. Thus 9&?‘, C> is a-centered as a subposet of 
9(&‘, D). Now by Lemma 2.1 it follows that y(&) is hereditarily normal, as 
desired. 0 
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